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The fastest delivery of documents and parcels are nowadays is very important matter for any type of
courier service agencies. It may be called sensitive delivery service. Normally distance matters to
deliver important parcels. According to the distances, weight and importance of documents and
parcels are considered to take service charge amount. After the arriving of e-mail it is said that the
importance of the postage has been less significant. But it is not actually true. In the age of mobile
phone, sms and electronic mail, individual can save lots of time and money to send letter. But, the
art of letter writing has been lost significantly. Once upon a time there was a practice to write love
letters.

To impress a girl it was an art but in the age of sms it is rare to see. Rarely now modern boys and
girls write love letters to each other. When the romance got a height, word comes from heart and
the words got in written form as love letter. With some gifts, chocolates it is send. But nowadays
who follows the pattern; is rare to be found. The environment has been lost when in reply of a letter,
lots of letter and letter after letter had come. My angel, my all, my very self, my sweetheart, my dear,
my beloved, my dearest, dear first lady, honey are some common and beautiful words normally
penned down. That was a time when communication was not so much handy like now. It was done
in very sophisticated manner. To communicate in lover someone did act as cupid to say a middle
man. Without them it was not possible and we have seen this type character in film or reality. So to
write in sweet, naughty, painful words are very common in this type of letter and I love you whether
directly or indirectly with some fact explaining are common. Really, a wonderful delivery service. We
can mention here some great words written by Nobel laureate poet Rabindranath Tagore. When a
great man write letter it is undeniable that there will not be any touch of literature or great words.
During the 1890s Rabindranath wrote a letter to his niece Indira.

In this letter he shared his state of mind with 'great works of literature. He wanted to enjoy as â€˜Arab
Bedouinâ€™ but could not and the comparison his life with them was excellent. It was really an art,
which Nirad C. Chaudhuri appropriately called. Another memorable letter was to Lord Chelmsford,
the Viceroy, casting off his Knighthood honor in protest for Jalianwallahbag mass killing, published
in The Statesman, June 3, 1919. Letter writing is an art and it was in past. Now we see only official
and business letters and we post the important documents most of the cases. Modern courier based
on posting of business, legal, medical delivery etc. It is true that technology has made it easy to
send important things in any corner of the world. But something that is art of writing of personal
letters is missing.
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Coloprilreview - About Author:
The a delivery service of documents and parcels throughout Dallas, Fort Worth, Texas and beyond
is vastly done by Smart Delivery. Any kind of a Courier Service including buiness, a medical delivery
within 2-hour, 4-hour and same day or daily are perfectly done here.
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